
CHAPTER 10:  NOKI, CHANTELLE, THE STRIKE, A DAY WITHOUT MANDLA 

AND TSHILIDZI  

Noki and Chantelle meet Lufuno at her house the next morning.  They tell her 

that a bakery truck has been stoned and set alight and the driver has landed 

up in hospital.  Lufuno and her family are threatened by the street corner thugs 

as her friends walk her home.  They collect Tshilidzi and visit a while at 

Lufuno’s house.  To have some private time with her friends, Lufuno sends 

Tshilidzi to the spaza to buy more cooldrink. 

 

Why are friends so important in the life of a teenager? Do you agree with the concept 

of peer-pressure? How can you avoid it? 

QUESTIONS: 

1. In this chapter, there are numerous examples of internal and external conflict. 

 Discuss the conflict between the two Jantjies brothers regarding the safety of 

 the Mukwevho family. 

2. Lufuno’s mother refuses to abbreviate her spelling when she sends phone 

 messages “SMS language”. What do you think is her motive for doing this?  

3. Do your parents WhatsApp/SMS their message in full words or abbreviate the 

 words? How do you think does SMS-language affect our language and 

 spelling skills? Discuss briefly in class.  

4. Explain the humour in Noki’s reply when SIM says “We must stand together.” 

 (page 60) What kind of language is he using? What kind of argument is he 

 trying to provoke? 

5. What measure has the factory taken in an attempt to ensure the safety of the 

 workers who are not on strike? 

6. Lufuno thinks Tshilidzi is a liitle dram-queen because she is crying when they 

 collect her in the principal’s office after school. The two sisters have vastly 

 differing characters. Discuss these differences in personality between them. 

7. Do you also think that Ntshilidzi is a drama queen or do you think her 

 behaviour is normal for a girl her age? 

8. Do you agree that younger siblings are often spoilt by parents? Do you have 

 an explanation for this phenomenon? Discuss.  

9. Chantelle and Mrs Jantjies obviously don’t have time for one another. What 

 happened to sour their relationship? 



10. Friends are very important in a person’s life, especially in the life of a 

 teenager. Lufuno says: “They have brought lightness into the tension of our 

 home.” This desire for “lightness” and the desire to escape is real and 

 understandable. What relieves the tension of the afternoon slightly? 

11. What makes Lufuno send Tshilidzi to the spaza shop even though she is too 

 young and the situation in the township is so unpredictable? 

12. The fact that Lufuno sends her little sister out against her better judgement 

 makes her someone all readers can relate to. She is torn by inner conflict and 

 ends up doing something she knows is wrong. Have you ever been in a 

 similar situation? Describe the decision you made and the lesson you learnt 

 from it. 

13. Give a short summary of chapter 10. 

14. Give a description or definition of the following words or phrases: 

 piemper  idolisation 

 motley   civil 

 drama queen 

 


